Please think of questions you'd like answered during
this workshop

Conducting Systematic
Reviews:
An Introduction

Why do a systematic review?
Hint: it’s NOT a quick path to publication!
Eva: On the limits of systematicity.
systematicity. Med
Educ 2008.
 Cook: Narrowing the focus and
broadening horizons. AHSE 2008

David A. Cook, MD, MHPE

Forthcoming publication in Medical Education

Systematic / Quantitative

Nonsystematic / Qualitative

Purpose

Summ. lg amt data, confirm
hypothesis

Generate novel insights, hypothesis
generating

Classic design

Meta-analysis, RCT

Critical synthesis (review), inductive
analysis

Selection

Comprehensive, systematic

Purposeful, selective

Inclusion

Similar (homogenous) population,
intervention, and outcome

Perceived relevance to question;
intentionally seeks dissimilar sources

Analysis

Tests of inference or meta-analysis

Qualitative (narrative)

Data presented

Single number or series of numbers

Rich, critical, insightful narrative

Attribution of
differences

Differences are error (heterogeneity)

Differences suggest novel insights

Validity

Large N, homogeneity, lack of bias

Triangulation (concordant multiple
sources)

Validity threats

Systematic error (bias) in sampling,
heterogeneity

Researcher bias in analysis, failure to
triangulate or sample to saturation

Researcher

Impartial, detached

Immersed, interactive

The Process

Cook, AHSE 2008

Focused question

Focused question

Write protocol
Systematic search
Inclusion / exclusion
Data abstraction

• Population
• Intervention
• Comparison
• Outcome
• Design

Data analysis

• Do you have an hypothesis?
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Literature search

• Information sources
• Database
• Files, experts
• Hand search
• Search terms
• Restrictions (time, language, grey)
• Assistance from expert

Inclusion / Exclusion

• Defined criteria [operational, examples]
• Ideally, in duplicate
• Pilot, pilot, pilot
• Two stages
• Title / abstract (err on inclusion)
• Full text (consensus “no error”
error”)

See: Maggio, Acad Med 2011

Data abstraction

•P…I…C…O…D
• Results
• Methodological quality
• MERSQI (Reed 2007)
• NewcastleNewcastle-Ottawa (Cook 2008, 2011)
• Data abstraction form
Document
evolution
• Pilot, pilot, pilot
• Refine … operational definitions

Analysis

• Synthesis

What makes a good
synthesis?

• ≠ “litany of the literature”
literature”
• Think of reader … organize, interpret
• Weaknesses, heterogeneity, gaps
• Consider quant. summ (meta(meta-analysis)

Reviewing Tools

• Paper
• Email, IM, teleconf
• Excel
• EndNote
• Google apps: Groups, Docs
• PurposePurpose-built

Focused question
Write protocol
Systematic search
Inclusion / exclusion
Data abstraction
Data analysis
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Hands on practice …
With neighbor 

• What did these authors do at each step?
• What could they have done better?
• Why did they make the decisions they

Reporting

did?

• What questions come to YOUR mind as
you reflect on this example?

PRISMA
www.prismawww.prisma-statement.org

Introduction

• Be brief
• Highlight previous reviews
• Limitations  gap

Methods

• Describe each step of process (separate
(separate
headings)

Results

• Trial flow (ref diagram)
• Study characteristics
• Study quality
• Synthesis (* remember to synthesize *)
• Tables:
• 1. List all studies (salient data)
• 2. Quality of all studies
• Fig: MetaMeta-analysis, themes, framework
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Flow diagram

Discussion

• Summary
• Limitations
• Integration with previous reviews
• Implications

Abstract

• Background (or Context)
• Question (or Objective)
• Data sources
• Study selection
• Data extraction
• Data synthesis
• Conclusions

MetaMeta-analysis
Why?

• Are results similar?
• What is overall best estimate?
• How precise is this estimate?
• Can dissimilarities be explained?

A taste of metameta-analysis

MetaMeta-analysis
Should I try?

“Statistical tests cannot
compensate for lack of
common sense,
clinical acumen, and
biological plausibility”
plausibility”
– Lau 1997
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Systematic review ≠ metameta-analysis

• Can have integrative systematic review
• “Realist review”
review”
• Systematic critical review

MetaMeta-analysis
Estimate effect – common metric

• Binary (pass, death, complication)
• Odds ratio
• Continuous (score, rating, rate)
• [standardized] mean difference =
“effect size”
size” (Cohen d, Hedges g)

•r

MetaMeta-analysis
Estimate common effect

• Fixed effects
• All variance due to random sampling
around “true”
true”

• (Large sample  error disappears)
• Random effects
• Some error due to diff. population /
context / intervention / outcome
• (Error persists even with lg sample)

MetaMeta-analysis
Estimate common effect

• Study weights
• Function of sample size and ES
• (Does NOT include the variance of
the individual study)

• Random effects ADDS betweenbetween-study
variance

•  “Pooled estimate”
estimate” and CI

MetaMeta-analysis
Estimate & explore inconsistency

• Aka heterogeneity
• I2 (“I squared”
squared”): >50% is “high”
high”
• (also a function of N … large sample
= higher I2)

See: Higgins, BMJ 2003

Forest plot: standard (list all studies)

• Explanatory covariates
• TreatmentTreatment-subgroup interaction
• MetaMeta-regression (~ANOVA)
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MetaMeta-analysis
Estimate & explore inconsistency

• Subgroup vs Sensitivity analysis
• Subgroup: classify, analyze in groups
• 17 studies total, ES = 0.49
• 9 RCT, ES = 0.31
• 8 observational, ES = 0.55
• P=0.02 for difference (interaction)

• Sensitivity: classify, delete (ignore) 1 grp
• 9 RCT, ES = 0.31

MetaMeta-analysis
Estimate & explore bias

• Study quality (methods)
• LowLow-qual  bias? (Cook, Med Educ 2011)
• Handle it?
• Subgroup / metameta-regression
• Sensitivity analysis (delete)

• Publication bias (small / neg studies
unpublished)
• Detect? NO GOOD WAY!
WAY! (Funnel plot)
• Handle it? No good way (trim & fill)

MetaMeta-analysis in medical
education?

• The future is bright … but still in the
future

• We need common
• Conceptual frameworks
• Interventions (operational)
• Outcomes

Forest plot: List subgroup analyses

Funnel (“
(“bias assessment”
assessment”) plot
Standard error
0.0

Trim
& fill
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BUT see: Lau, BMJ 2006
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